ADVOCATE FOR YOUR CHILD

STEP 1 TALK TO YOUR CHILD’S TEACHER

Region Superintendent for Elementary Schools

Kristin Tonelli, Elementary Region 1  
(813) 272–4655  
Kristin.Tonelli@hcps.net

Lacy Healy, Elementary Region 2  
(813) 272–4655  
Lacy.Healy@hcps.net

Catherine "Missy" Lennard, Elementary Region 3  
(813) 272–4655  
Catherine.Lennard@hcps.net

Jaime Gerding, Elementary Region 4  
(813) 272–4738  
Jaime.Gerding@hcps.net

Frankye Bulmer, Elementary Region 5  
(813) 272–4738  
Frankye.Bulmer@hcps.net

STEP 2 TALK TO THE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

Region Superintendent for Middle Schools

Shellie Blackwood–Green,  
Middle Region 1 • (813) 272–4616  
Shellie.Blackwood–green@hcps.net

Dr. Johan von Ancken,  
Middle Region 2 • (813) 272–4616  
Johan.vonAncken@hcps.net

STEP 3 TALK TO THE PRINCIPAL

Region Superintendent for High Schools

Gary Brady, High School Region 1  
(813) 272–4443  
Gary.Brady@hcps.net

Robert M. Nelson III, High School Region 2 • (813) 272–4443  
Robert.Nelson@hcps.net

STEP 4 REACH OUT TO A REGION SUPERINTENDENT

Region Superintendent for Transformation Network

Regina Gordon, Transformation Network  
Elementary Region 1  
(813) 272–4845  
Regina.Gordon@hcps.net

Sharon Waite, Transformation Network  
Elementary Region 2 • (813) 272–4845  
Sharon.Waite@hcps.net

Richard Grayes, Transformation Network  
Elementary Region 3  
(813) 272–4845  
Richard.Grayes@hcps.net

Matthew Hayes, Transformation Network  
K–8 and Middle Schools Region 4  
(813) 272–4777  
Matthew.Hayes@hcps.net

STEP 5 REACH OUT TO THE CHIEF OF SCHOOLS

Chief of Schools

Sue Burkett  
Phone Line: (813) 272–4071  
Susan.Burkett@hcps.net

Chief of Transformation Network

Shaylia McRae, Deputy  
Superintendent of Academics & Transformation  
Phone Line: (813) 272–4876  
Shaylia.McRae@hcps.net

Executive Director of K-12 Non-Traditional Programs

Earnest Wood  
Phone Line: (813) 272–4519  
Earnest.Wood@hcps.net

To find your school’s region, go to hillsboroughschools.org/parents and search under School Information.

For school maps, go to hillsboroughschools.org and visit the Growth Management & Planning department webpage.